Know-How
Innovations in focus
Increase in productivity and energy efficiency are topics which make us develop new innovations.
The risen requirement of the automobile industry for weight reduction and the increase of save parts
makes us develop future oriented solutions. Regarding the complete line we are working together with our
cooperation partners on optimized solutions for each step of process. The development of press hardening
technology NEFF-dynamisV II® is for example our answer on the the raising demand of press hardened
parts for modern and automotive lightweight construction.
NEFF is your individual and innovative specialist for presses and lines. We are able to offer your
individual solution from one source. With combined resources we provide to our customers the best
quality "Made in Germany". Our impulse are the specific requirements of our customers. For that matter
we do use highest competence being able to develop or our customers a technical and economical
combined solution.
Highest expectations we do also have in our customers with which we complete the overall process. From
the tools up to for example the oven technique and the complete automation we prepare together with you
an optimized and individual solution according to your specific requirements. We are able to offer
hydraulic presses as 'Stand-alone-product' up to a complete system solutions.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
All services from one source
The Neff GmbH is your partner for hydraulic presses and manufacturing lines.
Innovative
Research and development are important and significant aspects in our company.
Cooperative
Together with our cooperation partners we are working on optimized solutions for our customer combined
with an excellent price performance ration.

Our product range
Assembly presses
Single sided presses up to 4.000 kN
Double sided presses up to 30.000 kN
4-column–presses up to 30.000 kN
Column-presses in 2- and 4-column-version

Die-spotting and try-out press
Presses for application using plastic materials
Pulsation presses®
Hotforming presses and lines
High flexible production lines
Fully automated twin press lines
Turn-key-supplies
Tool try out and presses connected in

» Our customers and their specific requirements are the impulse of our daily work. «

Our performances
Conception
Construction
Press manufacturing
Plant engineering and construction
Service
Retrofit
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